White Oak Golden Retriever Puppy Guarantee
White Oak Golden Retrievers guarantees our puppies to be healthy at the time of the sale/delivery/pickup.
This guarantee does not apply to adult dogs and/or rescued Goldens that we offer from time to time.
White Oak Golden Retrievers has done everything we feel is necessary to produce healthy puppies. All
appropriate vaccinations and worming have been given at appropriate times and a record of such will be
given to buyer and, in addition, puppies are checked by a veterinarian before delivery to new owners. Puppies
that are shipped will come with a West Virginia Health Certificate signed by our vet.
New puppy owners are required to have puppy seen by a licensed veterinarian within 72 hours of pick-up.
During initial exam should your veterinarian find the puppy to be a poor health risk or detect any physical
health problem that would require further veterinary care (other than the required vaccinations and/or
treatment for any type of parasites, bacteria, internal or external) you must contact seller within 24 hours. A
diagnosis of coccidia, giardia, parasites, or any other type of bacterial infections does not render your puppy
unhealthy. This guarantee does not include; undescended testicles, uneven bites, inguinal or umbilical hernias,
coccidia (common in puppies), allergies, thyroid dysfunction, giardia, bacterial infections, and other
autoimmune disorders. Failure to contact White Oak will result in the cancellation of this guarantee stated
herein.
White Oak Golden Retrievers guarantees puppy up to one year of age (from time of pick-up or delivery) of
any genetic condition that adversely affects the quality of life as a family pet in which case the puppy/dog
must have a veterinarian confirmation. A copy of x-ray and/or test results must be sent to White Oak Golden
Retrievers Kennel. A Licensed veterinarian confirmation must state that he/she feels that the condition is
congenital and not the result of an injury due to over exertion, abuse, poor diet, overweight and/or
inappropriate vaccines, in which case the puppy must be returned to White Oak Golden Retrievers Kennel at
the owners expense. There are NO EXCEPTIONS.
After all the information has been gathered from the aforementioned sources and the puppy is returned to
White Oak Golden Retrievers, the puppy will be treated as our own and will be checked by our own
veterinarian and it will be determined if a replacement puppy will be given. We will not allow a puppy/dog to
be in pain. Necessary decisions will be made whether the puppy has to be put to sleep or can live life here on
the farm or can be adopted and live a normal life with another family. Our guarantee is a replacement puppy
and NOT a money back guarantee. Only one replacement puppy is given. There are no exceptions. All items
covered under this guarantee are by replacement only. NO CASH REFUNDS. If replacement puppy is
deemed warranted, puppy will be replaced when a suitable puppy of the same quality when one becomes
available and will be chosen by White Oak Golden Retrievers. White Oak Golden Retrievers will not be
responsible for any medical expenses incurred. If for any reason buyer refuses replacement puppy and/or
refuses to return puppy to White Oak Golden Retrievers under any reason or circumstance, then this
agreement shall be considered completed and fulfilled and no other replacement puppy will be offered.
Buyer understands that any monies paid to seller will be forfeited, and there are no cash refunds. White Oak
Golden Retrievers is not responsible for any veterinary or medical cost, transportation or shipping cost of
puppy/dog.
This guarantee is good for the original buyer and is not transferable.

Buyer agrees puppy is not being purchased for resale and will never be sold to a pet shop, puppy
mill, breeder, broker or agent of same.
If something would happen that buyer cannot keep puppy/dog for any reason at any time in the
future, buyer will contact White Oak Golden Retrievers. Buyer agrees not to place puppy/dog in a
shelter or give puppy away without the consent of White Oak Golden Retrievers. Every puppy/dog
has a forever home here at White Oak. They will always be welcomed back. We will never refuse to
take a puppy/dog back no matter what the reason.
The buyer agrees to maintain the puppy’s health in good condition including proper weight, diet which
includes a good quality kibble (no grains), raw meat, vegetables and raw bones, proper exercise (no over
exertion), training, shelter, and to provide veterinarian examinations to insure good health with limited
vaccines of the core puppy shots only and rabies at 6 months of age.
Buyer understands and agrees that they are being given a “limited registration” for this puppy. This
puppy/dog cannot be used for breeding and is to be a pet only. Females are to be spayed between 4-6
months of age and males will be neutered between one and two years of age. Buyer agrees to spay/neuter
puppy. Puppy/Dog can only be registered with the American Kennel Club. Puppy/Dog cannot be registered
with any other dog registry. Breeding dog will be a breach of this contract and we will seek legal retribution
in which case you will have to surrender your dog back to White Oak Golden Retrievers.
Our limited and exceptional puppies are raised in a loving environment and special care is taken to insure
they are well socialized and will share the homes with people, cats, horses, other dogs, and all living things in
all different environments and situations. It is imperative that they become part of the family and are treated
like valued members of that family in order for them to live healthy, loving and social lives.
In the case of a legal dispute, Buyer understands that any dispute/action must take place in Monroe County,
West Virginia. If you do not agree with this policy or any aforementioned statements do not purchase a
puppy/dog from White Oak Golden Retrievers. Acceptance of the puppy by pick-up or shipment is
considered acceptance of this agreement and will be binding on both parties. This agreement will be enforced.

